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Processes such as CBD,

or CBSE have so far failed

to make the mainstream.

Further there are

fundamental differences

between Services and

Components. 

We need an overlay to

the current processes

that are widely used in

software delivery life cycle,

that provides combined

guidance covering

Components and Services.

What comes first the chicken or the egg?
Or the technology or the process? In the
case of software components it’s pretty
clear that the world has embraced
component technologies but not
the process. Although application
functionality is routinely “packaged” into
components today, the essential
processes that might enable application
adaptability, widespread reuse and
commercialization have little acceptance.
Processes such as CBD, or CBSE have
so far failed to make the mainstream.

As we start to work with Services similar
issues arise. In many ways Services are
an extension of components, creating
the precision and formality around the
interface and service offering that none
of the varieties of software component
ever achieved. So we might expect many
of the process aspects of CBD/CBSE to
be applicable and useful in delivering and
using Services. Techniques such as
separation of supplier and consumer, the
twin track process, assembly, the focus
on specification of the external
(consumer) perspective and others look
like prime candidates.

Yet, as Mike Sparling of Castek argues in
his excellent letter this month, Services
are not components! There are some
fundamental differences such as the
granularity of the Service offering, and
the opportunities for generalization in the
XML schema. Further Services and
components together form a hierarchy
that needs to be reflected throughout the
life cycle from business requirements
identification through to deployment and
upgrade. We can also see the dynamic
nature of Services cause many

discontinuities, and as we have reported
recently, managing the business rules
base needs even more careful attention
as rules can now be implemented in
many different places and ways.

This month we are publishing a
discussion paper that makes a first
attempt to articulate the requirement for
a Service Oriented Process. In this
report, we look at the problem by first
examining what’s changed - identifying
the discontinuities in order to establish a
requirement, which can then be overlaid
onto de facto good practice in process
design, software development, asset
management etc. We then look at some
of the existing CBD related practices and
consider how these might relate to the
Service environment.

It seems probable that we need an
overlay to the current processes that are
widely used in the software delivery life
cycle. We suggest an overlay because
many of the underlying process details
will not change, but there is a need
to establish the necessary changes
that deliver inherently collaborative
applications and business processes.
And it would seem to make sense that
the overlay process should combine
guidance for Components and Services.  

We are asking for feedback on this
document and hopefully, dependent on
the response, we will motivate further
research and process development.
Please let us have your thoughts

Regards
David Sprott
david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

Editorial
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By David Sprott 1. Introduction
Today we are in the early stages of a
change in the way that software
applications are architected, designed,
delivered and consumed. Today’s hot
topic - the Web Service, is simply the first
stage in the transition to a systems
environment where all applications are
to some extent Service based.

By Service we mean provision of
programmable access to a capability
that can be used independently of its
implementation via an XML based
self-describing interface.

In today’s difficult economic climate, it is
natural to present new concepts as
evolutionary, in order to encourage
buyers to embrace new ideas and
products without taking undue risk.

However the concept of the Service will
eventually be recognized as revolutionary,
because it introduces significant
discontinuities in how we specify, create
and consume software applications. It is
also quite natural for new concepts to
evolve such that in the early stages they
are perceived as extensions to existing
products and services. However as
the concept matures it often happens
that breakthrough products or ideas
demonstrate huge benefits by
reengineering core aspects of the de
facto process. 

In this report we show how the Service
concept may change current processes
that are in widespread usage in business
software delivery, and provide a
framework for discussion on how that
change may be effected.

The processes around business software delivery are set to

change to accommodate Service oriented concepts. In this

discussion document, we identify the impacts and areas of

change and provide a vision for process improvement.
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Requirements for a Service Oriented Process continued...

are not attempting to draw any
conclusions at this stage, rather to
identify the potential issues and
opportunities and to invite comment and
feedback. In this section we make a first
cut mapping of the impacts identified
above to commonly used processes
supporting business process design,
software development, asset management
and application management. 

We will first consider change relevant to
all processes that contribute to business
process support, and then outline
changes by commonly understood
process areas.

3.1 Change Relevant to All Processes 
Requirements for systems in future are
as likely to be driven by external factors
as internal ones, such as collaboration
with partners and customers in B2B
and B2C process automation, and
compliance with relevant industry
domain standards for the exchange of
information and provision of Services.

The increased emphasis on collaborative
Services and systems, irrespective of
whether they are internal or external,
implies a federated environment where
responsibilities are shared and mutual
obligations thoroughly understood and
agreed upon. Working practices that are
applicable to federated environments will
emphasize formality of interaction which
is enforced by automation. Impacts will
include:

● Communication – need for
unambiguous communication of
Service behavior to all parties

● Collaboration – processes and
products created using Services
supplied from multiple parties

● Compliance – Services comply
with relevant domain standards
and protocols

● Contracts – Interactions between
parties implemented as Service
contracts

2. Why Processes Need
to Change

In general terms Service oriented
processes do not replace current
processes(1), they complement and
extend. For example the software design
and construction process needs to be
reoriented to create software deliveries
that support the design and deployment
of Services. The essential business of
developing components may not
change, but the way that the application
functionality is designed, tested and
deployed may alter greatly in order to
allow the functionality to operate as a
black box component, in collaboration
with other components provided by
third parties.

Service concepts introduce a number of
discontinuities or fundamental changes
in the business/technical environment.
An initial view might be that these are
merely new technology features and
functionality. However with significant
discontinuities it is always the
combination of technical change and
business opportunity that drives the
adoption of new technologies and
determines where they will be most
successful.

In Table 1, we commence by analyzing
the discontinuities created by the Service
perspective and their potential for
impacting process change.

In Table 2, we analyze how the same
discontinuities may potentially support
common business drivers (such as
faster, better, cheaper). 

3. Change Required to
Existing Processes

From the analysis of discontinuities it
becomes obvious that considerable
process change is required. However we 

Figure 1: Process Areas



4.1 Learning from Component Based
Development Processes
Of all the existing processes,
Component Based Development (CBD),
a specialization of the software
development process, is probably the
closest in principle to a Service oriented
process. The CBD process includes
principles of separation such as the
supplier/consumer process, the twin-
track approach, a stronger emphasis on
the importance of the interface, and
design by contract; all highly relevant
to the Service oriented approach.
The Service based environment makes
the boundaries of responsibility much
stronger and formalizes the
dependencies of collaborating parties
through first class deliverables. So we
might learn from examining best
practice in CBD.

For example the twin track CBD process
has been widely deployed where
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3.2 Change by Process Area
There are numerous types of process
typically involved in business information
systems support. Some of these, for
example the Software Development
process, are supported by explicit
products such as the Rational Unified
Process (RUP) or the Open Process.
Others such as the Architecture Process
are less well defined by commercial
productization, although in practice they
are widely defined and deployed in
enterprises.

In Figure 1 we illustrate the major
processes involved, with some sense of
the levels of overlap(2).

In Table 3, we summarize the process
changes that may be applicable to each
process area.

4. A Vision of Future
Service Oriented
Processes

The Service oriented process is
characterized by clear separation of
concerns. Real separation allows
collaborating parties to carry out their
responsibilities in relative isolation
knowing that the activities of other
collaborating parties are appropriately
synchronized.

In Figure 2 we suggest that the huge
emphasis on separation in the Service
based environment requires an overlay to
current de facto processes that creates
the framework for collaborative working.
This allows each organization to make
their collaborative obligations explicit,
and to easily validate with other
organizations that they have a shared
view. And it is the requirement
or a shared view that will drive the
requirement for a common process
overlay.

continues...

business facing projects (let’s call
them Track A), respond to business
requirements directly. The Track A
project then hands off requirements for
components that may have wider
applicability than the specific business
facing project, to a component
provisioning project (let’s call it Track B).
The Track B project then provisions the
requirement (creates, acquires, harvests
or reengineers), and makes it available to
hopefully multiple Track A type projects. 

Now whether you actually separate
tracks into separate projects is actually
irrelevant. The key here is that there are
two different processes at work. One
process is focused on responding to
specific business requirements, the other
is focused on supporting generic
requirements. This is very relevant to the
Service provider process.

Some CBD projects employ a significant
level of process formality that manages

Figure 2: The Service Oriented Process
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Requirements for a Service Oriented Process continued...

business collaboration, where Services
are the mechanism by which a business
partnership or commercial agreement is
implemented. A process that sharply
differentiates between Supplier and
Consumer related activities will allow
collaborations to be managed to deliver
the successful business relationship. 

The twin track process will also be
increasingly useful in managing shared
obligations. The new Service protocols
are of course excellent foundations for
precise specification of obligations and
will facilitate much improved remote or
third party twin track relationships, than
have been possible with the component
based approach. It might also be noted
that in an increasing number of
situations, the twin track approach will
be superseded by a multi-track
approach, where many providers
collaborate on a single business
product, or project or series of related,
collaborative products.

The inherently collaborative nature of the
Service oriented process will require new
roles. There will be a role for a Contract
Architect, that manages the collaboration
at a specification level. We might expect
specializations of this role into technical,
business process and legal concerns,
each of which have different processes.

If the Contract Architect role manages
the specification of Service based
collaboration, there will also be a role for
managing compliance and performance.
We might refer to this as the Service
Manager role. Service oriented
environments are potentially highly
dynamic, enabling new Services and
Service based rules, to be deployed and
superseded on a very short cycle time 
basis. The Service Manager role
manages the deployment of both
Services and associated contract
agreements and implements the controls 

that allow a business to monitor process
performance and react to exceptional
events.

5. Summary, Where Next
and a Call to Action

In this report we have identified some of
the areas where process change will
occur and have provided an initial
framework for thinking about how and
where process change can be made. 

In researching this report it became clear
that there is a very real danger that the
industry will address the Service oriented
process requirements from a horizontal
plane perspective, that naturally
increments their current view of the
problem domain. However as we have
shown there are strong reasons to
implement a process overlay that
provides multi-dimensional consistency
of key process characteristics.  

We are inviting interested parties, both
software industry organizations and
enterprises, to participate in a
development process to establish some
guidelines for such an overlay. At this
stage we make no assumptions about
where this work might lead, in terms of
impact on specific process products, or
standards. However it is clear that there
is an urgent need for some clarity and to
establish a common view that allows
Suppliers and Consumers to interact
effectively.

David Sprott david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

1. Where current processes includes all processes
involved in supporting business service delivery;
these might include software development,
business process design, architectural
development, etc.

2. This diagram is intended to be illustrative rather
than precise at this stage. For example we have
made assumptions that acquisition is subsumed
in each of the various process areas; that
operations is included in management.

the interactions between Supplier and
Consumer roles. By formalizing the
separation we can increase the level of
genericity and potential for reuse. In the
component environment the separation
is primarily focused on the acquisition of
components that will be reused as
design and development deliverables,
that are then tested and deployed as
an integrated unit. In the Service
environment the components (Services)
are reused as runtime executables, and
the integration activity is therefore a
dynamic assembly process as opposed
to a design time assembly process. 

The dynamic nature of Services is one of
the most significant discontinuities as
well as one of the biggest opportunity
areas, and at the time of writing, few
have thoroughly explored the business
and technical opportunities that this
environment may offer. Yet it will be
resolution of process issues right across
the life cycle that eventually enables
dynamic integration. Process issues
range from specification management
concerns such as establishing
coordination of business rule
implementation between design and
deployment processes, to establishing
mechanisms for effective contract
agreement and trusted Services. 

The effective Service oriented process
will therefore need to be strongly
predicated on managing the very
different concerns of suppliers and
consumers. Of course in the Service
oriented world, most enterprises and
software product organizations will be
Suppliers and Consumers concurrently.

4.2 The Collaborative Process
The Service oriented process will be
inherently collaborative. The nature of
collaboration will not be a primarily
technical concern as it has been with
software components, but primarily a
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Service is a first class construct
defining the unit of functionality
delivery and consumption, that
spans entire life cycle of business
process implementation

Modified interface abstraction -
Service is a meaningful unit of
work for business or infrastructure

Self description

Published, reusable, self describing,
run time components

Loose coupled Services

Increased flexibility of Service
supply

Increased business visibility throughout process

Service as unit of specification, acquisition, work package, reuse, configuration,
delivery, asset management, upgrade

Automated linkages between process design and implementation

Service as unit of traceability and auditability

Semantic agreements on sets of Services

Fully descriptive interface signature

Greater rigor of specification

Direct mapping to requirement

Emphasis on comprehensive specification

Source of metadata that integrates the life cycle

Guaranteed accuracy of metadata enables automation of deliverables - requirements
specification, assembly, configuration, testing, diagnostics

Descriptive data needs to provide data to enable Service to be trusted

Federated (collaborative) applications become commonplace

Separate Supplier and Consumer processes for entire life cycle

Publishing and discovery

Managed collaboration between Supplier and consumer processes, formal contracts

Black box approach to acquisition, reuse, testing, configuration, deployment and
diagnostics

Requirement for formal SLA's on Services 

Design and assembly of systems based on specification and understanding of
Service, not on implementation

Role based approach – providers have different activities, careabouts, etc to
consumers

Loose coupling between Supplier and Consumer processes

Service contracts address QoS and SLA

Business process design must account for non availability 

Increased requirement for mechanisms that ensure Service(s) can be trusted 

Collaborative systems and delivery processes

Increased external dependency

Increased requirement for mechanisms that ensure Service(s) can be trusted 

Commercial acquisition of Service(s) not applications may change business model

Table 1 - Discontinuities and Process Impacts

Discontinuity Process Implications
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Requirements for a Service Oriented Process continued...

Run time programmatic discovery,
assembly, access

Implementation independence

Differentiated Services

Service is fine grained unit
of change

Increasing requirement for
standards compliance

Dynamic assembly - reuse of pre-existing Services

Service based integration (not application)

Shorter cycle time to implement new and upgraded functionality

Providers offer Services on commercial basis 

Process assembly becomes primary form of application design and implementation 

Process design incorporates Service requisitioning and consumption 

Consumer customization process

Coordination of rules across provision and consumption 

Run time configuration for consumers

Automation of consumption and usage increases risk of misuse or malfunction

Increased requirement for mechanisms that ensure Service(s) can be trusted 

Implementation hidden from consumer

Usage hidden from provider

Dependency between services not implementations

Black box approaches for specification, design, acquisition, integration, testing,
configuration and upgrade

Increased requirement for mechanisms that ensure Service(s) can be trusted 

Design for genericity not reuse

Reuse of Services not code

Multiple user applications delivered from one Service providing application

Design of rules frameworks

Management of multiple rule sets

Processes must support constant application evolution

Finer grained (Service) versioning 

Component dependence vs Service dependence

Architectures are dictated by external parties

Domain standards drive specification and design of Services

Table 1 - Discontinuities and Process Impacts continued...

Discontinuity Process Implications
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continues...

Faster response to change

Adaptable Applications

Dynamic change

Business Process Automation

Business Process involves multiple entities
(organizations, systems)
collaborative business
many to many relationships

Establish and or Develop Business Ecosystems,
many possible models
contracted
self service
anonymous

Competitive Advantage

Via provision or consumption

Commercial Services

Improved Business/IT Alignment

Maximise ROI on existing IT assets

Business Flexibility, Enabling Mergers,
Acquisitions and Spin Offs

IT Cost reduction

Establishing and Maintaining Business Trust

Run time programmatic discovery, assembly, access

Service is fine grained unit of change

Published, reusable, self describing, run time components

Increased flexibility of Service supply

Differentiated Services

Run time programmatic discovery, assembly, access

Self description

Implementation independence

Loose coupled Services

Increasing requirement for standards compliance

Implementation independence

Loose coupled Services

Increasing requirement for standards compliance

Loose coupled Services

Differentiated Services

Increased flexibility of Service supply

Service is a first class construct

Implementation independence

Implementation independence

Self description

Published, reusable, self describing, run time components

Service is fine grained unit of change

Service is a first class construct

Implementation independence

Increasing requirement for standards compliance

Loose coupled Services

Published, reusable, self describing, run time components

Self description

Increasing requirement for standards compliance

Implementation independence

Increased flexibility of Service supply

Service is a first class construct

Self description

Loose coupled Services

Table 2 - Business Opportunities and Drivers

Business Driver Service Discontinuity
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Requirements for a Service Oriented Process continued...

Infrastructure or Technical Architecture

Application and Service Architecture

Business Process Design

Software Development Process

Asset Management

Application Configuration and Management

Process Assembly

Cross entity trust infrastructure

SLA support

Service management infrastructure

Identification of Business Service Bus

Management of semantic agreements and protocols

Management of Service contracts

Management of shared Services and provisioning process

Drive business (adaptability) by defining business separation in
Service requirements (build/collaborate/acquire) specifications

Use Service oriented business patterns

Publish and acquire Services as business process patterns

Create Precise Service Requirements in XML format

Integrate business process design with Service assembly

Incorporate trust design requirements and processes

Service as unit of scope

Integration with business process design via WSDL

Provisioning perspective - build/acquire/collaborate

Dynamic testing

Service as an asset

Support to dynamic assembly

Contract data as attribute of asset

Dynamic Service configuration

Service management as per Business Service Server 

Integration with business process design

Integration of Service(s) requirement on software
development process

Coordination of rules deployment with design specifications

Table 3 - Process Area Impacts

Process Area Service Impacts
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By David Sprott Background
Early pioneers of software components
always envisaged that components
would have a precise specification. It
was a critical part of the concept that
would allow separation of concerns
between different components, and to
provide comprehensive documentation
that would enable automated testing and
facilitate reuse. Sadly the reality has
fallen far short of this goal; mainstream
languages including Java and C# do not
support component specification as first
order constructs.

Yet specification is not a new subject. As
long ago as 1950 none other than Alan
Turing himself gave a talk entitled
“Checking a Large Routine” in which he

said, “How can one check a large routine
in the sense that it’s right? In order that
the man who checks may not have too
difficult a task, the programmer should
make a number of definite assertions
which can be checked individually, and
from which the correctness of the whole
program easily follows.”

Early examples of assertion based
approaches were implemented in the
experimental languages Alphard and
Euclid in the late 70’s and early 80’s
which used the concepts of pre and post
conditions. However the first practical
implementation was defined by Bertrand
Meyer(1) in 1986, which has now become
widely known as Design by Contract.

The principles of Design by Contract provide a formal basis

for definition of pre and post conditions. This formality can

deliver considerable benefits in component quality and

documentation, and hence opportunity for reuse. Whilst the

concept has been implemented in the Eiffel language for

some considerable time, lack of formal support in

mainstream languages such as Java and C# and in the

popular IDE’s, has limited adoption. Now Eiffel Software Inc

is integrating the Eiffel language into the Microsoft .NET

environment which will make the approach accessible and

attractive to a much wider audience.

Eiffel in the .NET Environment
Design by Contract Goes Mainstream

Product Report
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Eiffel in the .NET Environment continued...

radically reduce the code required in
checking preconditions. The separation
of responsibilities is therefore made
explicit in the design, and ensures that
there is no redundant code, or worse that
each party assumes erroneously that a
required check is made by the other
party. 

Design by Contract has wide theoretical
acceptance. It is an intrinsic component
of the Catalysis Approach(2), perhaps
the most influential of all component
methodologies. However its usage has
to date been relatively limited, the most
prevalent use being in the Eiffel
language. There are various Java

language based initiatives, but these are
either post processors or add-on tools
to the Java language, which are
constrained by lack of integration.

The Eiffel Method and
Language
Eiffel is a pure object oriented language
that includes specific characteristics
that address quality and reuse in a
profoundly different manner to other
languages such as C++, Smalltalk, Java
or C#. At the core of the Eiffel concept is
Design by Contract, which is supported
by first class constructs for pre- and post
conditions and invariants. In addition 

Design by Contract
The basic idea of Design by Contract is
that a component and its clients have a
contract with each other. The client
guarantees certain preconditions before
calling a method, the component
guarantees certain postconditions after
the call. If the pre- and postconditions
are included in a form that the compiler
can check, then any violation of the
contract between caller and component
can be detected immediately. The prime
focus of the approach is to deliver
reliable software.

The contract concept is straightforward -
it’s an expression that must evaluate to
true. If it does not, the contract is broken,
and by definition the program has an
error status. As shown in Figure 1 the
consumer of a component is required to
contract with the provider component
a) to satisfy the requirements of agreed
preconditions and b) to be constrained
by invariants. Likewise the provider
component offers to contract with
consuming components to a) ensure
specific post conditions and b) to be
constrained by invariants.

A key aspect of Design by Contract is
that components do not use defensive
programming techniques. The existence
of a contract allows the participants to
trust each other and in consequence

Figure 1: Assertions as Properties of Components

Component Precondition

Create Account

Take Order

Schedule Shipment

Balance = zero

Account = Credit Status OK

Requested Items = Available

Shipment Capacity Available
on Requested Dates and
Routes

Postcondition

Balance = Old Balance +
Deposit

On Order Balance = Old On
Order Balance + Order Quantity

Shipment Capacity Allocated

Requested Delivery Date
Confirmed

Invariant

Balance >= Minimum Balance

Account Balance Outstanding
<= Available Credit

Safety Criteria Met

Table 1: Contract Examples
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with C and C++ software. For more
information see the detailed introduction
to the Eiffel language(3). 

Where Eiffel gets interesting is in the
productivity gains made possible by the
Design by Contract approach. First the
bad news, there will clearly be an
overhead associated with defining
pre- and postconditions, however Eiffel
Software report their customer feedback
that this is in the range 1.1 to 1.3X the
equivalent coding resource without
assertions in say C++. However the
payback comes with potentially massive
reductions in debugging effort, where
Eiffel Software report up to 2X savings,
and in reusability, where the savings have
been as high as 10X (limited only by the
amount of potential for reuse of prior
work, which can be significantly
increased with good planning on the part
of the system architects).

Eiffel Software also reports a learning
curve of 3 to 5 days for language syntax
and a few months to achieve reasonable
productivity. We would add the caveat
that Eiffel is a full on object oriented
language and relevant prior experience
would be necessary to achieve skills
transfer in these timescales.

Commercialization Matters
Bertrand Meyer, widely credited with
formalization of Design by Contract,
promoted the approach through his
company Interactive Software
Engineering (ISE) from as early as 1987
and established a significant number of
enthusiast user companies. More
recently ISE changed its name to Eiffel
Software Inc, in order to focus on
promotion of the Eiffel language and
supporting tools. Eiffel Software remains
a private company and Bertrand Meyer
himself, whilst retaining interests and
CTO emeritus role in the company, is no 

there are other characteristics that
address the objectives of reliability,
extensibility and reusability. These
include:

● Integrated life cycle - pre- and
postconditions and invariants are
implemented in the Eiffel language
and provide an integrated and
structured approach to
specification of requirements,
detailed design and
implementation, with automatic
documentation that is guaranteed
to be synchronized with the
executable component.

● Debugging and testing - the
existence of rigorous assertions in
the code allows run time monitoring
of contracts and facilitates
detection of errors. It should be
noted that for performance reasons
this facility would normally be
switched off on completion of
testing.

● Inheritance control - typically
component environments do not
support multiple inheritance.
However the Eiffel language both
supports and provides additional
control. This is facilitated by the
Design by Contract approach that
limits the extent to which inherited
routine definitions can affect the
original semantics. The guidance
is that preconditions can only be
weakened, and postconditions can
only be strengthened.

The Eiffel source is compiled into
bytecode, which can then be interpreted
for rapid testing, and translated into
optimized C code in a process called
“finalization”. There are no runtime
components. Using C code as an
intermediate language enables
implementation on a wide range of
platforms, as well as interoperability

class ACCOUNTcreate
make
----------------------------------------
feature

... Attributes as before:
balance, minimum_balance,
owner, open ...

deposit (sum: INTEGER)is
-- Deposit suminto the account.

require
sum >= 0

do
add (sum)

ensure
balance =old balance + sum

end
withdraw (sum: INTEGER)is

-- Withdraw sumfrom the account.
require

sum >= 0
sum <= balance –
minimum_balance

do
add (–sum)

ensure
balance =old balance – sum

end
may_withdraw ...-- As before

----------------------------------------
feature {NONE}

add ...-- As before
----------------------------------------

make (initial: INTEGER)is
-- Initialize account with balance
initial.

require
initial >= minimum_balance

do
balance := initial

end
----------------------------------------
invariant

balance >= minimum_balance
end -- classACCOUNT

Figure 2: Example Design by
Contract in the Eiffel Language
(Courtesy Eiffel Software Inc.)
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longer involved on a day to day basis. He
now holds a Chair of Software
Engineering at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology in Zurich. 

The language has been submitted to the
ECMA Technical Committee (TC39)(4)

chartered to develop standards in the
area of syntax and semantics of
programming and scripting languages,
based on ECMAScript, C#, Eiffel and the
Common Language Infrastructure (CLI). 

The product set comprises the
EiffelStudio, a designer/developer
workbench and IDE, plus the EiffelBase
library of data structures and algorithms.
In addition there are various products
that provide specialized libraries for
interoperability, analysis, database, web
forms and many more operations.

Eiffel for .NET
In December 2001 Eiffel announced
EiffelStudio development environment
support for the Microsoft .NET environ-
ment in the 5.1 version. This product is a
self contained IDE which runs on and tar-
gets the .NET platform. This will be
applicable to organizations that use Eiffel
widely, and need to reuse common Eiffel
components across multiple platforms
as well as targeting the .NET platform.
The Eiffel for .NET capability generates to
the .NET CLR and provides some inter-
esting native capabilities including:

● integration and interoperability
with components developed in
other .NET languages such as
C#, VB.NET, Managed C++ etc. 

● multiple inheritance and
genericity support for the .NET
environment. Because .NET does
not support multiple inheritance,
Eiffel implements shadow
interfaces which map to existing
.NET capability for deferred
classes, and retains the multiple

inheritance hierarchy. Eiffel
indicate their experience is that
whilst this approach can require
up to three times the number of
types in the .NET assembly, it
results in the same number of
runtime objects, and thus does not
create any significant differential in
performance. 

No changes have been made to Eiffel at
the language level for the .NET
implementation. The language is
unchanged, all the changes are at the
implementation level, to make the .NET
Eiffel experience the same as it was
before .NET. Multi-platform programming
is therefore completely neutral to the
Eiffel environment. When you compile
to a Windows system, it is just a
“packaging” issue whether you create
an .exe or a .NET assembly. 

As Eiffel targets IL direct, the .NET
framework is not used for application
code. However the EiffelBase library has
some low-level routines written in C for
the multi-platform aspects, and these
have been rewritten using the .NET
Framework libraries.

Eiffel has also developed a contract
wizard that enables users to add
contracts to existing classes and
automatically build a proxy assembly
which comprises the contracts and calls
to the original components. It should be
noted that whilst this is a useful feature,
the design of the original component will
bring all the issues of reverse engineering
into play, and Eiffel are currently
considering if and when they will bring
this to market.

ENViSioN - A Visual Studio
Plug-in
Eiffel Software is now releasing an Eiffel
plug-in for the Visual Studio IDE. In this
product, named Eiffel ENViSioN!, the

Eiffel language is completely integrated
with Visual Studio at the same level as
Visual Basic, C# and other languages.
The Eiffel language feature set is
therefore identical to the EiffelStudio
version, but with full integration with
Visual Studio tools for cross language
integration and debugging. 

The ENViSioN product will be interesting
to existing Visual Studio users who are
looking to move progressively to deliver
quality, trusted systems. The Eiffel
plug-in will allow cross language
integration, enabling reuse of existing
libraries with common management
facilities. Interestingly Eiffel has made the
.NET implementation fully interoperable
with the other .NET languages. Subject
to (contract) design issues mentioned
above, any client can reuse an Eiffel for
.NET component in any way (as a client
or by inheritance), and conversely Eiffel
for .NET users may reuse any .NET
assembly. Full interoperability may
therefore provide a mechanism to
progressively upgrade the quality
(trusted status) of components available
for use across an enterprise.

Marketing and Pricing
Many have been tempted to dismiss
Microsoft’s .NET as mere marketing, and
in particular more ways to lock
customers into the Microsoft platform.
However it is interesting to see how
Microsoft has responded to criticism of
its closed environment by working with
multiple language partners and
providing a genuinely open language
infrastructure. Whilst the jury is still out,
there are many enterprises that are now
taking Microsoft seriously once again. In
this context Eiffel offers enterprises an
attractive option to move progressively
to a trusted systems environment whilst
continuing to reuse and integrate with
existing component assets.

Eiffel in the .NET Environment continued...



The Eiffel environment also addresses
enterprise concerns regarding both
migration and future proofing. Eiffel
provides a “write once run on many
platforms” capability that in addition to
providing platform migration options for
existing Eiffel customers, also allows
component libraries to be reused on a
cross platform basis both now and in
the future.

Eiffel Software (and its predecessor ISE)
has established a loyal customer base
worldwide. Current customers quoted
include the Chicago Board of Trade,
AXA, EMC where the storage product is
deployed using the Eiffel language, the
Swedish Board of Health, Lockheed
Martin and Boeing. Whilst the availability
of Eiffel for .NET within the EiffelStudio
was interesting, we do expect the
availability of a Visual Studio plug-in to
be the significant stimulus for Eiffel
usage, because adoption is not such a
radical decision, rather it allows
progressive implementation using
existing assets and infrastructure. 

The enterprise edition of Eiffel Studio
which includes Eiffel for .NET, is
US$4,799 per seat. The ENViSioN plug in
is US$999.

Summary
Over the past twelve months the world
has come to understand the need for
trusted systems. Today business and
technical people understand the broader
definition of trust, as a convergence of
quality and reliability, and are actively
looking for ways to deliver that without
massive additional investment. Whilst
many enterprises are examining the
.NET environment as a practical and
economic platform for enterprise
application deployment, an important
issue for them is whether the Microsoft
platform can deliver trusted systems at 

reasonable cost. Eiffel is well placed to
meet this requirement.

It is important to recognize that whilst
Eiffel has elegant simplicity, it is also a
sophisticated and comprehensive
object oriented approach to delivering
component based systems. It is
therefore relevant to enterprise class
applications that demand higher levels of
trusted status. Further it will require
considerable design expertise to achieve
the necessary balance between reuse
and performance.  

You might ask the question, “does the
world need yet another language?” The
answer is that none of the mainstream
languages, Java or C#, has addressed
trust comprehensively, and they would
almost certainly have real difficulty in
implementing a significant architectural
change. Eiffel has a window of
opportunity that has been created by the
global interest in trust, synchronous with
interest in .NET, and we anticipate that
many enterprises will see this as a
practical solution to their business
problems.

David Sprott david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

1. Meyer, Bertrand, Object-Oriented Software
Construction, Second Edition, Prentice Hall,
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey, 1997

2. Objects, Components and Frameworks with
UML, D’Souza and Wills, Addison Wesley 1998

3. Invitation to Eiffel
http://www.eiffel.com/doc/online/eiffel50/intro/
language/invitation.pdf

4. TC39 - Programming and Scripting languages
http://www.ecma.ch/
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By Jonathan Stephenson Introduction
Communication between applications
using XML standards such as SOAP
provides the enterprise application
developer with a ready-made integration
standard that will impact the application
domain as much as IP networking has
impacted corporate networks. By
removing the technical barriers of the
platform from the list of reasons to
maintain islands of application data, XML 

web services provide us with an
opportunity for business integration like
never before. Whether you do this inside
the firewall or include external services,
you will soon appreciate the need to
manage the flow of messages and the
security policies required to network your
applications. We should not forget that
an important role of an application
security policy will be to regulate the use
of applications by users and applications 

XML Web services have been gathering momentum over

the last 12 months and acceptance of both the service

architecture and internet connectivity for applications will

see more large scale deployments over the coming year.

Since our series of reports on the Business Services Server

(BSS) concept, we have reviewed a number of products

that fulfill the role we described. The key feature of BSS is

the way it moves all the XML standards issues out of the

application domain into the infrastructure. The problem

with Web Services is not so much a lack of security but a

plethora of different ways to do it. Conventional network

fire walls evolved from being single node IP filters to

become enterprise solutions for enforcing a security policy

and we believe that application security must evolve the

same way. Westbridge Technology provides a set of server

modules that implement security policies, network

management, transformation, routing and administration

for XML messages.  If you are familiar with the BSS you

will recognize immediately that the Westbridge Message

Server covers all the areas we mapped out.

Westbridge Technology

Product Report
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Administrator. Westbridge refers to the
overall product as the ‘XML Message
Server’ (XMS) and we will adopt their
name in this report. The modules are
implemented as Java applications that
run in the JVM. However, versions of the
modules that will run in J2EE application
servers are planned when the demand
arises. The XMS acts as a distributed
hub through which all XML messages are
routed. The content of the message is
examined and rules used to determine
how the message is handled. A set of
rules is grouped together as a ‘policy’
and policies can be applied to the
services; services are made up of
operations; and operations may be 

grouped together within XMS into
operation groups. Each module operates
in much the same way, but specializes in
a particular set of functions.

XML Application Firewall
The first module we describe is the
firewall. Conventional network firewalls
are configured to allow HTTP to flow in
and out of the intranet so there is
currently very little monitoring of web
services activity other than the basic
statistics maintained by the web server.
XMS works at the XML content level and
can act as a filter through which each
message is passed.

● Authentication and authorization

● Credential mapping, single sign-on

management 

● Encryption.

● Non-repudiation

● Attack protection

● Intrusion detection

Table 2: Firewall Functionality

Authentication and Identity
The authentication step reads the
name/password or uses one of the XML
standards for signing messages such as
SAML and XKMS and checks this
against the policy rules. The directory
can be the Westbridge policy database
or one of the established directory
services such as LDAP. Once
authenticated, the message can be
passed directly to the service or the
incoming credentials mapped to a new
identity before forwarding. You could
handle many possible scenarios with this
capability. External partners may gain
access to your systems with a single
identity and be mapped to different

continues...

on the LAN as well as external services
and users. The directory services in place
in most enterprises will typically provide
single sign-on capabilities for some
applications and not others; so the
challenge going forward with web
services will be to unify all application
access mechanisms for the enterprise.

The market place for XML servers has
been segmented by some analysts into
Management, Security and Proxies. This
suggests, wrongly in our opinion, that
there is space in the market for three
products. XML server products available
today may do some things better than
others but I doubt whether many
corporate IT managers will want to invest
in more than one platform for managing
web services. In addition, if one server is
going to open and look at the content of
every XML message on the network it
had better fulfill all of the requirements to
justify their current high price. In fact
there is a good argument for suggesting
that all of the XML management
functions should and will become part of
the application operating system (J2EE
server or .NET Framework) in the future.
One of our criticisms of this type of
product is that it has no integration with
other enterprise management servers
(other than LDAP for identity). As XML
Web Services mature we would expect to
see the management consoles for the
application server, enterprise directory,
network firewall and business services
server become more tightly integrated.

Westbridge Technology
Overview
Westbridge Technology have released
four modules this year which together
implement the functionality of a Business
Services Server: XML Application
Firewall, XML Message Broker, XML 
Network Manager and Directory

Westbridge

XML Firewall

Security

Log

Monitor

Access Control

Accounting

SLA

State
Management

Transform

Switch Service

Switch

Implementation

Non-SOAP
Service Support 

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔

✔✔✔

✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

Key: 
✔✔✔ Can do, and includes admin console

and all the necessary features

✔✔ Can do, but you may have to build or
integrate the capability

✔ You can do it, or its coming in a
future release

The ticks in the table should not be misread as
an indication of quality.

Table 1: Implementation Coverage
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some way towards being able to prove 
that A sent message X to B and as
different standards become adopted by
partner organizations XMS will have an
important part to play in managing
non-repudiation issues.

CBDI has come across no real world
applications of XML signing or
encryption to date and most IT directors
we have spoken to are waiting for
standards to settle before adopting XML
at this level of sophistication. Remember
that the established SSL and PKS built
into web servers encrypt HTTP and the
servers already manage authentication
through challenge/response or
certificates. Once the HTTPS packets
get through the Web server they are
generally in plain text but since your
SOAP interface to the application
wouldn’t know what to do with an
encrypted XML body if it got one, there is
still some work to do if you want end-to-
end secrecy. Westbridge XMS provides
you with important capabilities for coping
with secure XML but it can’t add support
for encrypted XML to your application
gateway. For that, the industry has been
waiting for IBM and Microsoft to agree
the secure XML standards and deliver
new toolkits. They have now arrived from
both vendors(1). Armed with these tools
we expect the next generation of web
services to be WS-Security aware and
that in turn creates a receptive market for
the Westbridge XMS.

Attacks and Intrusion
An important point we have made at
many of our workshops on XML web
services is that publicly available
services invite attacks of many kinds.
The easiest to mount is a simple denial of
service attack. One hacker with a
simple programming tool and a good
connection to the internet can quickly

identities for access to more than one
application or you may want to monitor
activity from many users by mapping
multiple identities to a few departmental
Ids. Either way, the access and
authentication is now controlled,
monitored and flexible; you design the
access strategy with the important
advantage that there is the single point of
control. The firewall supports a number
of authentication standards:

● Native (username/password)

● X509

● Kerberos (as adopted by Passport)

● XKMS

● LDAP

● Active Directory

Future schemes such as Liberty Alliance,
biometrics, SAML etc. will be supported
as required.

Encryption and Non-Repudiation
If you are already using an XML
encryption standard to ensure privacy of
data between a service provider and
consumer, there is a good chance that
you will not want the XMS server to read
the message on its way through your
network. However, you do have that
option, i.e. of providing XMS with the
private keys so that it can examine the
content and then re-encrypt the
message as required.  

If you access a number of services that
require use of XML encryption, XMS will
provide you with a simple way to support
more than one standard and to map one
encryption standard to another. With
new standards such as WS-Security
being added to the established ones:
XKMS and XML Encryption, this is
an important feature. Support for
WS-Security is planned.

Support for XML signing standards goes 

flood your application server with bogus
method calls. The network firewall sees 
them as legitimate HTTP, your
application rejects each call but you lose
enough CPU power to cause a problem.
An innocent programming error could
cause the same effect. The XMS server
supplements the network firewall by
applying rules and policies to the XML
content. Denial, dictionary, replay and
overflow attacks can be choked off at the
XMS server provided your policy and
rules are sophisticated enough. A
notification alert would typically lead to a
network administrator blocking a range
of IP addresses at the external firewall.
As with IP security, the key point here is
that your policies have to be well thought
through and reviewed regularly – what is
a normal transaction rate for a service
and when does it pass the threshold and
become a denial of service attack?
Another important feature of the
Westbridge XMS is the visibility it brings
to the XML bus. You can see what is
going on at many levels of detail and
have the tools you need to monitor the
XML application bus.

XML Network Manager
The network manager module provides
comprehensive reporting and alerts
based on a range of parameters
designed for:

● quality of service monitoring

● error detection

● billing and metering

● audit trails

● security

● archiving

● testing and debugging.

Alerts can be triggered and directed to
the usual destinations: Email, pager,
SNMP, etc.

Westbridge Technology continued...
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continues...

XML Message Broker
The message broker provides a
transformation and routing capability so
that messages can be intercepted and
manipulated based on their content.
Where messages are received from
partner organizations the broker can
apply schema checks and transformation
of message formats. As your distributed
service architecture grows this feature
adds the flexibility to bring new
partners on-line without coding custom
applications.

Administration and
Change Management
The XMS repository is hosted on an
RDBMS (see Technical Details) where all
the rules, policies, users and services are
stored. The user directory supports roles
and allows you to graphically administer
permissions to individual or groups. The
flexibility of the relational database
provides an easy-to-use console where
you can navigate the various settings
without too much effort. Once the system
has been configured, a configuration file
is passed to the runtime server to
implement the new rules.

Services are registered by pointing the
system at the WSDL and additional
information entered to set the QoS
characteristics, and other supplementary
information you may wish to store for
each service. The new WSDL file is
generated with the XMS as the end-point;
you may want to hide some methods or
associate different policies with different
methods so the new WSDL may look
rather different from the imported one.

Change management can be managed
through the service administrator screen
allowing new services to be phased in
gradually or immediately, according to
rules set in the repository.

XMS Pipeline Architecture
The architecture of the message server is
based on the pipeline pattern. Each step
in the pipeline is controlled by a script
and has a specific function such as
‘check IP address’ or ‘authenticate the
user’. As the message passes down the
pipeline it can be transformed or just
tested and passed to the next stage.

In the current release there are 23 steps
in the pipeline, each step has a defined
purpose, for example, step 1 is for

Figure 1: Pipeline Architecture

authentication. The administration
screens for rule creation are intuitive to
use; you fill in the blanks in the same way
as you would set up a rule in Outlook
Express. The script language is based on
the SAX parser approach of triggering
events based on Xpath queries of XML
content. Here is what an IP address
check looks like in the Rules Script:

IF

ExecuteAlways

THEN

ACTIONS---

OnFailureActions:

StopRequest(‘Request from

${connection.IP} have been

blocked’)

PARAMETERS---

Allowed IP Data Storage

Name: ‘Allowed IP Default

Storage’

Disallowed IP Data Storage

Name: ‘Disallowed IP

Default Storage’

Allow List Priority: false

The administrator’s screens for this
simple rule take you through a few very
simple data entry steps. Step 3 in the
Rule creation wizard for the IP trap looks
like Figure 2.

Rules that require you to define XPath
queries to define nodes in the XML may
require a little more expertise but in
general the administrator GUI makes it as
easy as it could be to configure the
message server.

The architecture of XMS makes it very
easy for Westbridge to add processing
steps in the pipeline which will be
important factor when keeping pace with
the sophistication of potential security
threats.
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Technical Details
The Westbridge XMS Server is built in
Java as a Java Application and it can
operate as a distributed network. Load
balancing across multiple servers is
possible and fail-over and recovery
mechanisms are built into the run time.
Interoperability with .NET web services is
supported but there are no plans to port
the XMS to the .NET platform.

Market Positioning
The market for products based on our
CBDI Business Services Server blue print
is in its infancy. XML Web Services has
been used in some key projects to solve
specific integration requirements and
has proven to be a cost effective
mechanism for delivering service
oriented architectures that work over the
internet. Companies such as Westbridge
Technology and others we have reviewed
over the last 12 months are betting
their companies on a significant
implementation cycle for web services in
the coming year. IBM and Microsoft have
put their collective might behind the
SOAP/WSDL standards and their latest
releases of toolkits for XML-based
security and routing removes any
remaining doubts in our minds that the
technology is ready for enterprise level
systems development. We can now see
major world class corporations delivering
external XML Web Services to their
customers and partners.

Westbridge Technology continued...

Figure 2: Sample Administrator’s Screen

Platforms
Supported

Database

Transport

Security
Markup

Java on: Solaris, Linux,
NT/2000/XP

ORACLE, SQL
Server 7 +, other
JDBC compatible as
required

HTTP, SMTP, MQ
Series/JMS planned

SAML, XKMS, XML
Encryption, XML
Signature, WS-Security
planned

Westbridge have focused on building a
pure XML Web Services product which
really excels in its ability to provide
firewall features for XML applications. It
does not provide any direct support for
non XML platforms such as Java,
CORBA or COM components. Other
server products such as IBM’s WS
Gateway would complement the XMS by
making ‘legacy’ code available as a
service.

The window of opportunity for startups
like Westbridge is there if they can
provide the combination of power,
performance and ease of use that
application server companies have yet to
implement. Westbridge have really
worked hard at making their server easy
to configure and administer; they have
thought hard about the security issues
and their XML firewall solution is the
most comprehensive we have seen
to date.

Jonathan Stephenson
jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

More information at:
http://www.westbridgetech.com/

1. WSDKs www.alphaworks.ibm.com/ for the IBM
WSDK and msdn.microsoft.com for the .NET
version
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CBDI first described the need for a Web Services management layer as an intersection
between the service and the implementation in early 2001. Organizations need to
manage service consumers and their requests, and also the connections to the various
implementations that provide those services.

Subsequently, we suggested the logical concept of the Business Services Server
(BSS) and a pipeline model into which various components can be inserted to act
upon the service request as needed. The pipeline, illustrated below is not meant to
infer the actual message flow, but provides a useful way to compare the functionality
of various products that implement our BSS approach. We do not expect a single
product to implement all the steps, and also expect that some steps will be provided
by the underlying operating infrastructure.

Furthermore, in our BSS concept we describe additional functionality such as
Business Process Orchestration (BPO) that is not typically addressed by Web Service
Management Tools. We believe this is relevant to the tier that sits between back end
implementation and the service, but recognise it might be considered a different class
of product. However, BPO products are also often capable of supporting many of the
broker functions in the pipeline, thus blurring the distinction. E.g. State management
might be more properly addressed through BPO.

The Business Services Server Report is available to CBDI subscribers, or for purchase
at http://www.cbdiforum.com/bus services.php3

The Business Services Server
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Product Report

By Lawrence Wilkes Introduction
Over the past twelve months CBDI has
introduced and reported on numerous
companies that are aiming to provide
management functionality for web
services. In our reports we have
developed the concept of the
Business Services Server (BSS), a new
infrastructure layer that is necessary to
both manage and take advantage of the
interesting new capabilities that web
services offer. This provides a useful
device which allows us to compare the
capabilities provided by the various
management tools. See Box.

WestGlobal are a small ISV founded in
May 2000, with HQ and product
development in Dublin, Ireland, together
with two US sales offices. Their core
product mScape was first released a
year ago in October 2001.

WestGlobal’s Approach
Sometimes the difference between
taking a service based approach
compared with the use of interfaces and
methods offered by existing technologies
can appear subtle. WestGlobal’s
approach is to focus on Services as
something that is meaningful to the
business, rather than every individual
method call on an object (or other
technology) which is more likely driven
by constraints of implementation design
and is only meaningful to the developer
who must translate that into the user
requirement.

WestGlobal's mScape is designed to
provide a business level view of the
system activity rather than just
monitoring the underlying software
execution, method and database calls
that conventional operations management

Best practice is to deliver XML Web Services that provide a

coarser grained service that is meaningful to the business.

Not only does this better fit the more loosely coupled

transaction style of XML Web Services, it enables a

business level mechanism to manage and monitor systems

at a level above the underlying technology infrastructure

that implements the services. In this report we take a look

at the capabilities provided by the latest release of

WestGlobal mScape.

WestGlobal mScape 2.0 –
Web Services Management
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Services as coarse grained business

services that are meaningful to the

business, there is nothing intrinsic in the

use of Web Service protocols that

prevents developers from continuing to

expose low level object methods just

wrapped in the new technology.

Conversely, nothing prevents developers

from using existing technologies such as

CORBA to implement interfaces that are

meaningful to the business.

mScape 2.0
Since we briefly looked at mScape in our
BSS Report, WestGlobal have released
Version 2.0, which introduces a modular
approach. Starting with the underlying
framework, customers can now
purchase and plug in individual modules
to suit their specific requirements. The
product itself is component based with
each module exposing relevant services,
which should ease future upgrades.

WestGlobal identify two types of module
illustrated in Table 1. Passive modules
report information about service
requests, such as volume of requests,
providing information to billing systems
or performance statistics. Meanwhile,
their In-flight modules are more dynamic
and change the request in some way,
for example re-routing it to a different
service.

tools address. The objective is to provide
service management based on the way
in which systems are used by the
business, rather than how they are built.

Whilst XML Web Services might be top of
the toy box right now, the concept of
services is not new. However, the
majority of developers rarely took a
genuinely service oriented approach to
their use of previous technologies. Now
though, the high level of interest in XML
Web Services has provided companies
like WestGlobal with the opportunity to
redress this and promote their business
services management approach not just
to the new XML Web Services users, but
also to a wider market that also use
CORBA, with support for J2EE and other
existing component/object technologies
planned.

As both internal and external business
processes become increasingly
automated, the business level
perspective becomes a valuable tool to
provide business with a better
understanding of issues such as how
they are performing, how often parts of
the process are being executed, and who
is using them, providing support for
business process improvement.

We would whole heartedly agree with this
approach. However, whilst it may be
good advice to design XML Web

Passive In-Flight

Have no affect on the service request.
They log and report on the service
activity.

Change the behavior of the service in
some way based on content and rules

Business Activity Module

Revenue Management Module

Performance Management Module

Dynamic Service Broker

Service Prioritization Module

Version Management Module

Table 1: mScape 2.0 Modules

Figure 1: Sample Administrator’s Screen

continues...



WestGlobal mScape 2.0 – Web Services Management continued...

The Revenue Management Module
enables a simple charging and costing
scheme to be applied to business
services. It enables varied costs to be
applied based on the services, a
requester, or time of day, etc, and the
production of reports. For external billing
and more advanced requirements, it can
be integrated with 3rd party accounting
systems.

Service Prioritization Module
Requests may be prioritized by defining
rules, for example based on the
requester’s identity, or their SLA, and
other business driven criteria. Low

Business Activity Module (BAM)
The basic module we would expect most 
customers to start with enables the
monitoring of business services in either
real-time or based on historical activity. A
number of different views are available.
For example, Figure 1 shows the
breakdown of information into the number
of times a service has been invoked by a
requester, the average response time,
and the number of times it has been rout-
ed to the various providers.

Performance Management Module
Performance Management enables the
same sort of information used in the
BAM module to be further related to
specific Service Level Agreements (SLA). 

The terms of an SLA can be defined
enabling the actual Quality of Service
(QoS) to be monitored, and mScape
provides Active Alerts to potential SLA
issues. 

Whereas existing systems management
tools tend to monitor the implementation
(e.g. database, OLTP, API calls, etc),
mScape enables performance problems
to be identified at the level of the
business service being provided, though
it can also relate these to the specific
implementation.

Revenue Management Module
The majority of external XML Web
Services will be provided to consumers
with no cost specifically related to
requesting a service. The XML Web
Service will instead be provided as an
interface to the chargeable business
offering. For example, there may be no
charge associated with placing an order
for a product; it is the physical product
itself the customer is paying for.
However, there is still clearly a cost
associated with providing that service,
and there needs to be some accounting
mechanism to cross charge for that, or to
actually bill the consumer of the service if
in fact it is chargeable.
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WestGlobal
mScape

XML Firewall

Security

Log

Monitor

Access Control

Accounting

SLA

State
Management

Transform

Switch Service

Switch
Implementation

Non-SOAP
Service Support

✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔

✔✔✔

✔✔✔ 1

✔✔✔ 1

Key: 
✔✔✔ Can do, and includes admin console

and all the necessary features

✔✔ Can do, but you may have to build or
integrate the capability

✔ You can do it, or its coming in a
future release

The ticks in the table should not be misread as
an indication of quality.

Notes
1. CORBA now, J2EE planned

Table 2: mScape Functions

priority requests can be delayed,
enabling control over the overall ratio and
bandwidth utilization of low vs. higher
priority requests. Additionally, the
module could be used to set a priority
field in the routed message, which can
signal priority to the underlying transport
mechanism or the back-end application. 

One of the most commonly used
variables for prioritization would be the
identity of the requester. Prioritization of
the same service could be given to the
most important customers or those with
the most demanding SLA. It can also use
feedback from other modules, for
example, taking information from the
Performance Module to give higher
priority to requests that appear to be
nearing the response time limit defined
in a SLA.

In Version 3 scheduled for 2003,
WestGlobal plan to offer a more
sophisticated caching mechanism which
would be useful in high volume
scenarios.

Dynamic Routing Broker
Service requests can be routed to
different service providers based on
multiple rules. This would typically be
based on SOAP headers, but it is also
possible to route based on any field in
the request. For example a single service
published to external requesters may in
fact have multiple implementations. The
incoming request can then be re-routed
by changing the address in the request,
based perhaps on the ID of the requester,
so that the application server then
correctly connects it to the appropriate
implementation.

Version Management Module
A variation on dynamic routing is Version
Management. This can provide different
versions of a service to different
requesters. This allows organizations to
deploy multiple versions of a service, for
example as an aid to testing and



heterogeneous organization, it will
require adapters for a number of other
technologies. WestGlobal plan on
making these available in future, with a
J2EE module next in line.

Market Strategy
WestGlobal have been selective in the
domain they address, choosing to
concentrate their efforts on level 4 of the
infrastructure stack illustrated in Figure 2.
Whilst this might seem to limit the
applicability of their products, particularly
in a market where most users will
currently be evaluating their options at all
levels, it does allows them to focus on
becoming the best of breed vendor in
their chosen domain.

This is a sensible and differentiating
strategy as it is high probability that the 
major vendors such as BEA, IBM,
Microsoft, and Sun will provide
comprehensive support for levels 1, 2, 3 

CORBA to be managed as well. Because
the underlying framework is the same,
both can be managed from a single
console – allowing business activity to
be visualized with both the XML
Web Services and CORBA services
alongside one another. This enables the
relationship between the XML Web
Service and the software that
implements it to be better understood.

Using mScape with enterprise services
can still provide value even though they
may not be truly meaningful business
services as such. As well as still applying
the functionality of the mScape modules,
for example to understand how the
business is using IT resources, it can also
assist organizations to move forward
to XML Web Services by identifying
business services that might already
exist, and helping them build their
roadmap for services development.

To provide full support for the typically

migration to a new service that reflects
some business change. 

This enables new versions of service to
be deployed in a controlled way. The new
version can have several properties such
as whether it is backwardly compatible
with the previous version. By setting
rules in the contract, it is possible to
control who can access the new version.
This for example could be used to
manage the impact of change by limiting
which requesters have access. Should
anything go wrong, the administrator
can quickly mark the new version as
unavailable, thereby re-routing all
requests to the previous version.
Similarly, when the testing period
expires, all requests may now be
routed to the new version without any
interruption of service.

Enterprise Services
In a recent CBDI Newswire  we noted
that services could be both external
facing, as in XML Web Services based on
web technologies, or internally facing
using technologies such as CORBA,
J2EE, or .NET. In the BSS Report, we
identified the critical requirement to
manage both the externally provided
service, and the connection to the
internal service or implementation. We
recommended that internal and external
services must remain separate with the
BSS layer providing the intersection
between the two, to enable both
development and operational roles to
monitor and manage both simultaneously.
For example managing the rules that link
the external consumer to the correct
internal provider of the service, or
establishing whether the poor response
time of an external service is directly
related to an underperforming internal
service, etc.

WestGlobal have now added adapters to
enable internal services based on
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Figure 2: Web Services Infrastructure Stack (Source: WestGlobal)
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in their platform products – essentially at
no extra cost to their customers, limiting
the opportunity for ISVs in these areas. 

However, WestGlobal must also consider
that these same vendors may consider
Web Service management to be another
infrastructure layer that can be
addressed in their web/app servers. To
address this, WestGlobal is pursuing
relationships with these vendors where
possible, to add value to those vendor’s
own products. Their application for a
patent to cover their ‘Business Service
Broker’ might also come in very useful. 

WestGlobal is foremost a product
company. With the shift to a service
based economy, Web Services
Management can also become a service.
As such, we recommend that ISVs
need to consider partnerships in this
area with organizations that might host
their product, not just resellers and
technology partnerships.

Requirements
mScape runs on SUN Solaris/SUN ONE,
Linux, HP UX, and Microsoft NT/.NET,
with AIX being considered as a future
platform. It has a relatively small
footprint and should require minimum
implementation effort. It is a non-invasive
solution that requires no change to the
implementations or the services, as it
only needs interfaces to a SOAP
listener/dispatcher on the underlying
platform. By using the SOAP stack in the
underlying platform, mScape should be
less impacted by issues such as the
evolution of the SOAP standard, and in
return, mScape should have less impact
on the performance of the underlying
SOAP traffic.

Conclusions
WestGlobal is right to focus on business
value. Given the current climate for IT 
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budgets, providing a tool that helps the
business understand and manage
services at a business level, and
contributes to business process
improvement and also helps IT
demonstrate the business value of the
systems they provide, makes good
marketing sense.

In terms of functionality mScape has a
narrower footprint than other BSS
implementations we have reviewed,
focusing on the management and
monitoring of business level services. In
view of the large number of products
targeting web service management, and
the inevitable market commoditization
and consolidation as discussed above,
specialization certainly represents a
viable and differentiating strategy.

However in what is becoming an
increasingly crowded market, WestGlobal
will need to provide outstanding depth of
service management functionality
together with excellent technical and
commercial partnerships with the various
integration layer and platform vendors.

We strongly recommend that
organizations considering XML Web
Service management tools take a
holistic view of service management
requirements that spans internal and
external facing services. Other system
management tools that focus purely
on the implementation will almost
certainly be inadequate to the task of
monitoring business level activity, except
in rare greenfield situations. Bringing both
internal and external services together
under a single console as WestGlobal
have done is a sensible move.

Lawrence Wilkes  lawrence.wilkes@cbdiforum.com

Further information http://www.westglobal.com

1. http://www.cbdiforum.com/bus_services.php3

2. Morphing the Web Service Concept”,
http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/news/
previous_news.php3?id=1060

WestGlobal mScape 2.0 – Web Services Management continued...
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Letters to the EditorInterface
Service based architecture is the answer I’ve been touting for two

years now, and have had some limited success in the last year. With

the SBA, I’ve also seen some other things that I think fit well with

your comments and I offer the following thoughts, observations and

experiences.

A service is not a component in my opinion. There are a whole lot of

similarities, but also some really big differences. Much like when we

were evangelizing and learning about components - it was important

to classify the component as being different and more than a big

object - I think it is important to recognize that a service is not a

component. In the developer toolkit, we need to have objects,

components and services, much like the carpenter needs to have a

drill, a screwdriver and a hammer. The carpenter who only has a

hammer is probably not going to be working for long on a job. Sadly

software folks tend to be far too myopic in their views than carpenters

- one technology fixes all, fits all needs and will solve all problems.

For the most simple problems that’s true, but not for any enterprise

development problem I’ve ever encountered.

Invocation of a service is expensive, leading to the rise of some

additional architectural diagrams that we need to have. One of the

key differences between a component and a service is the cost of

the interaction. This is similar to a difference between an object and a

component - in the case of an object, it was generally an in memory

call, where the passing of the data and the setting up for the call were

relatively inexpensive. This was a factor of Moores Law. Once upon a

time, computing power was very expensive and memory was scarce.

The early days of OO were prone to being explored and debated with

a cost savings in development/maintenance brought on by data hiding,

inheritance etc versus the run time cost of the abstractions and

changes in calling activity that were required to make OO work. The

advancement to interfaces (object to component) was a big one, with

similar challenges. Building a parameter stack, marshalling and such

required to call to an interface - often with at least a process switch

if not a wire call - were compared in cost to the OO alternatives and

the right trade offs had to be made vs the total application budget.

When you come to services, you have a huge leap forward in use of

computing resources. You have the XML factor (Dom if used, verbosity

etc). You almost for sure have a wire cost as I doubt many people

are building services that are not distributed and you have the

immaturity of the associated support services such as transactions,

security etc. Simply put, making a service call is a more expensive

action and that is somewhat ignored in much of the hype. Granted

Moores Law continues to make it less of a problem, but how often

do you see application diagrams that associate a cost with each

interaction and balance a total system budget against activity? I’ve

taken to drawing a shaded cube (the UML node) with a ‘z’ shaped

lollipop plopped on the side (looks like a jack-in-the-box) to denote a

service until there is a more generally accepted notation.

A service should be large grained, of interest to someone building a

larger business process, and of use by more than one consumer. I

think this is to your point about number of operations vs tons of flags

to control output. Here I think the service has a keen advantage over

components if we apply XML technology correctly. XML is descriptive,

largely self evident (though more so to a process than a human) and

malleable. Given that it passes in a textual form (or some variant) it

isn't constrained by many of the limitations of the binary interface

model of a component, object or procedure call. Here in lies a great

strength. You can define a service that is much more than any one

consumer wants, and yet still provide largely a feeling of “custom or

individuality” to each consumer.

For a year now I've been shepherding our first set of services to

commercial realization. This December we’ll ship a collection of 

services that provide inquiry into our Customer/Insurance Product/

Policy modules. This has until now been visible only through 400

operations on 9 EJB’s in a stateful communication. With this next

release we’ll add 18 services - which is possibly as many as 10 more

than we need but we have learned a lot as we’ve gone along. The key

to this has been building larger grained services that are malleable

for the consumer. We allow the caller of a service to include XSLT in

the call parameters. Given that we’re constructing our results in a

DOM, we’ve applied the “first generation” rule - the closer you are to

the source or master the better the quality of the transformation.

Since we have to populate a DOM as we build the result, if we

transform it in that DOM it’s of significantly less cost than sending

back more or inappropriately formed data to the consumer, and

forcing them to reconstruct a DOM view and then transform it to a

view they are more comfortable working with. This also allows us to

use SAX or even just string manipulation in the consumer, saving

resources on a platform that in our architecture is either less powerful

(a consumer or wireless device) or requires higher scalability and

must conserve resources to satisfy user requirements (a web tier).

If I had it all to do over again, or had some folks to assign to pure

Hi David,

A service is not a component
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research, I’d look at how we could interrogate an input XML document and work from a

“request form” to build the reply - possibly as a way to avoid the flags we’ve had to include,

to streamline server side processing for information that will subsequently be culled off by

the XSLT. For example if we have a customer with multiple addresses and we really only

want the mailing address, we’ve parameterized that in the call. If the consumer really only

wants the postal code of the mailing address we’ve said the parameters narrow the DBMS

work to getting only the mailing address - saving some processing - and the XSLT can strip

it back further to only the postal code. If we could just accept a tag structure that told us

somehow to only give back the postal code, there must be some way we could even

further reduce the workload on the server while maximizing the flexibility for the consumer.

One day.

A service, even more than a component, needs visualization and rich contract definition to

be successfully consumed. I think there’s a great fallacy about XML that through Schema

and the verbosity of the tags XML it is self descriptive. Bull. Anytime one person expresses

an idea, it is never self evident to a second party. In art, food, mates or software, we are

fairly imprecise animals. I keep coming back to Catalysis and some of the ideas that were

put in there as a foundation for visually describing ideas. If you express the behaviour of a

service as an interface type diagram - especially on a white board - people shake their

heads and get involved. If you dump a stack of schema listings or WSDL in front of someone

they go “let me get back to you”.

In our discussions we’ve kind of twisted some of the ideas in the Catalysis book somewhat.

When you connect a specification type to an interface type we’ve taken to calling that an

access point and used that to denote entry or exit points into a service. For example if you

can request customer data based only on a customer ID or last name, only the type with

that data is connected to the interface type, and we’ll even go further to split types to

simplify the meaning of the picture. We’re not following up with formal definition of the

service using the vocabulary in the type model simply because at present we’re still stuck

on a white board and have no tooling to help. I need to look at that <Refers to a vendor,

Ed> stuff or just pay someone to build me a tool - or wait for some enterprising person to

build a tool that got the visualization to WSDL/UDDI/SOAP/System Design connection and

wrote the tool and the book.

Keep up the great work. Your weekly writings remind me that no matter how deep I get in

project budgets or staff matters it never hurts to stretch the grey matter and think for a few

minutes and that the software world continues to expand in complex and entertaining ways.

Mike Sparling,

Chief Technology Officer & Vice President Product Castek - 

Putting the future together www.castek.com

Interface continued...
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